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Tax Tip
By Stephen L. Owen
Using Business Entities to Achieve Real Estate Capital Gains
Stephen L Owen is a Pafrner in the
Baltimore and Wshinjgton. D.C. offices of
DLA Piper RUdnick Gray Car-y US LLP
R eal estate entrepreneurs are always lookingfor ways to minimize taxes. Maximum federal! rdinary income tax rates for individuals are
at 35 percent' and, in many instances, state and local
jurisdictions impose taxes as well,.The maximum fed-
eral rate applicable to long-term capital gains is only
15 percent,' plus state and local taxes. A 20-percent
rate "spread" is significant. It appears that this spread
will continue to exist at least through 2008.3
If real estate is held as a capital asset orfor use in
a trade or business, other than as *dealer property,",
favorable capital gain rates will be available in the
event of a taxable disposition of the property7 (as-
suming the property has a holding period of over
one year). However, there are special rules that may
cause a different result. Ordinary income recapture
could apply, to the extent gain is attributable to accel-
erated depreciation. In addition, gain recognized on
the disposition of depreciable real property is taxed at
a special 25-percent federal rate to the extent of any
straight-line depreciation previously taken.' Sellers
of depreciable real estate can still take advantage of
the 15-percent federal capital gains rate to the extent
that the purchase price is either allocated to land or
is in excess of the original cost of the depreciable
improvements. Of course, if the real property has a
holding period of no more than one year" or if the
property is "dealer property,' the gain will be taxed
at ordinary income ratesiz
What is 'dealer property"? Dealer property is
"property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to
customers in the ordinary course of his trade or busi-
ness." The question of whether property is dealer
Ti1'. Tip
property is determined by the specific iacts of each
case.', The Supreme Court has interpreted "primar-
ily" to mean "principally" or of first importance."' 3
Factors to be considered include the following:0
" The purpose uf the property's acquisition
" The frequency, continuity and size of sales
" The activities of the taxpayer in the improvement
and sale of the property
" The extent of the improvements made to the
properly
" The proximity of the sale to the purchase of the
property
Example: Taxpayer has owned land for two years.
Taxpayer has subdivided the land into 50 lots
for sale to homebuilders. Taxpayer will likely
be viewed as a "dealer,- with the result that the
gain from the sale of the individual lots will be
ordinary income.
Example: Taxpayer has owned an apartment build-
ing for 10 years. Taxpayer converts the apartments
to condos and sells the condos to third parties.
Taxpayer will likely be viewed as a dealer, and the
gain will be taxed as ordinary Income.'.
There are ways for real estate'entrepreneurs to
achieve capital gains treatment in a variety of contexts
through the use of business entities. Let's considet
some of the possibilities.
Real Estate Held
by .a_ C pCo ration
It is elementary tax planning that real estate (an
appreciating asset) should not be owned by a C cor-
poration. This is because extracting the real estate via
a sale or distribution will trigger a corporate-level tax
on the gain. "'There will also be a stockholder-level
tax un the distribution of the sale proceeds or the
property, as the case may be. Owners of C corpora-
tons would be well-advised to own the real estate
used in its business activities outside of the corpora-
lion (in a partnership or LLC) and lease the real estate
to the C corporation.
Notwithtinding the above advice, there are C
corporations that own real estalo. If the stockholders
sell their stock, they will achieve favorable capital
gains. This is true even if the corporate-owned real
estate is dealer property (note that the old "collapsible
corporation" rules" were repealed in 2003). In addi-
tion, because there is no "look-f rough" rule in the
C corporation context, the gain on a stock sale is not
subject to any of the recapture rules."°The problem is
that the purchaser in this context is unable to step-up
the basis of the C corporation's assets to reflect the
price paid for the stock.21
Real Estate Held
By . Corporation .
If real estate is owned by an S corporation, the S
corporation stockholders can sell their stock with the
same capital gain consequences as in the C corpora-
tion sale of stock context. There is no "look-through'
for depreciation recapture.- The collapsible corpora-
tion rules, although once applicable to S corporations
as well as to C corporations, have been repealed.
However, if the purchaser of the 5 corporation stock
is a corporation, the parties could agree to make a
Code Sec. 338(h)(10) election as part of the stock
sale.Y The result would be a deemed asset sale, giv-
ing the buyer a stepped-up basis in the target's assets.
The result to the selling stockholder(s) would depend
on the allocation of consideration under Code Secs.
338 and 1060: to the extent the gain is allocated
to an asset subject to the recapture rules or dealer
property, ordinary income (or special 25-percent
gain) would result.
Real Estate Held
By. ayartnershi or LLC
Suppose that X and Y, individuals, own the XY LLC.
XY LLC owns Blackacre as its only asset. Blackacre
is 100 acres of raw land that has been held by XY
LLC for five years for investment purposes. Slackacre
was purchased for $1 million cash and is now worth
$10 million. X and Y are advised that, if Blackacre is
subdivided into 200 building lots, and if the necessary
infrastructure is completed (at an additional cost of
$1 million), Blackacre would be worth $15 million.
What can X and Y do?
If X and Y proceed with the subdivision and infra-
structure plan that culminates in the sale of finished
lots to homebuilders, the odds are good that the
gain will be taxed at ordinary income rates because
XY LLC will likely be viewed as a dealer. What if X
and Y (based upon the advice of their CPA) decide
to form a new LLC (XY 11 LLC)? XY 11 LLC will have
as its stated purpose to engage in the real estate
development business. X and Y capitalize XY II with
P-2005 CCH INCORPORATED
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$1 million each. XY II then contracts with XY LLCto
purchase Blackacre today for $10 million, of which
$2 million will be paid in cash and $8 million will be
evidenced by a three-year promissory note secured
by Blackacre. Because XY LLC has not yet 'gone too
far" in the subdivision process, the $9 million of gain
would be long-term capital gain. However, there is a
fundamental problem. Code Sec. 707(b)(2) provides
that, because XY II will be a dealer and because X and
Y own more than 50 percent of the capital or profit
interests in both LLCs, the gain will be ordinary, and
not capital. If X and Y are willing to give up at least
50 percent of the capital and profits interests in XY II
to an unrelated third party, the structure proposed by
their CPA may well result in achieving-capital gain on
the $10 million sale. However, If the projections are
accurate, they will be giving up at least 50 percent of
the $4 million additional profit to be realized on the
"dealer side" of the arrangement. Do X and Y have
another optioni Yes.
Instead of establishing XY Ii LLC as the purchase,
what if X and Y form an S corporation, XY Corp, with
X and Y as-thitwo stockholders? In this case, there is
no Cede provision analogmzto C We Sec. 707(b)(2),
in the contexi of a sale to an S corporation that would
treatihe g0iiion.4he $10Q milliorksale asordinary in-
come Thus, XY-LLCc'66uldsell Bladkacre to XY Corp
for $10 rillllon, payable $2 million down, with the
balance evidenced by an $8 mllob promisory note.
X and Y would report the lcb-term capital gain on
the installment method. The additional $4 million
of gain realized by XY Corp on the ultimate sale to
the homebuilders would be ordinary income, but X
and Y can pocket all of the net proceeds. Although
the IRS does not like this result, there are a number
of cases that provide substantial authority supporting
the position of X andY, including the recentTax Court
decision in TJ. Phelan.'
Notwithstanding the likelihood of taxpayer suc-
cess, taxpayers and their advisers should consider
a number of factors that may bolster their position.
First, the IRS could argue that the sale of Blackacre
to the S corporation should be recharacterized as a
"capital contribution' to the S corporation if the S
corporation is "thinly capitalized.3 Such an argu-
ment, if successful, would mean that XYCorp would
receive a carryover basis, and the entire $13 million
of gain would be recognized by XY Corp as ordi-
nary income., Taxpayers can likely defend against
this argument by making sure the S corporation
stockholders make substantial capital contributions
(which are used as the down payment on the sale)Y
In addition, a fairly short-term note having a market
interest rate and adequate security (a mortgage and/or
personal guarantees of the stockholders.or affiliates)
will be more easily defended than a long-term note
with little, If any, collateral.
The IRS could also argue that the S corporation is a
mere agent acting not on its own behalf but in fact,
acting on behalf of the seller (here, XY LLC). For this
reason, the 5 corporation should operate as a bona
fide, separate entity. Although the cases do not require
it, the facts may be better if the stock ownership of the
S corporationdoes not mirror that of the seller. X and
Y could consider having family members and/or key
employees as stockholders in addition to themselves.
A charity could also be a stockholder.M Thee steps
could also help overcome any 'substance-over-form'
challenge from the IRS.TM
What if Blackacre were an apartnent complex
instead of raw land? Code Sec. 1239 provides that
a sale to a related partyO will be taxed at ordinary
income rates if the property is depreciable in the
hands of the transferee. Because the S corporation in
this context will be a dealer, Blackacre should not be
depreciable in the hands of the S corporation. Thus,
Code Sec. 1239 should not apply.
What if the sale of Blackacre would trigger sub-
stantial state and local transfer, and recordation
t4xes that q.uk.be avoded if X.and Y instead.were
to tell their interests in XY LLC to the S corporation?
The income tax analysis would generally be the
same as in the case of a direct sale of Biackacre.
If Blackacre were dealer property, Code Sec. 751
would cause ordinary income to result from the
sale of interests.,' If Blackacre were depreciable,
the recapture look-through rules (discussed above)
would apply.2 However, In the case of a sale of
interests, the holding period (for determining long-
term capital gain) would be tested notby the holding
period of Blackacre, but rather by the holding period
of the LLC interests.P In particular, X and Y should
focus on the potential application of Reg. §1.1223-
3. Under these regulations, if X and Y made capital
contributions to XY LLC within the twelve-month
period prior to the sale of interests, a portion of the
gain could be recharacterized as short-erm instead
of long-term capital gain. This trap can be avoided
by having any such capital infusion treated as a bona
ftide loan, instead of as a capital contribution.
In evaluating the treatment of the sale as an in-
stallment sale, there are several matters to address.
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First, a taxpayer might not want installment sale initial installment sale. Finally, Code Sec. 453A
treatment. if this is the case, the taxpayer could subjects taxpayers to a special interest charge on
"elect outr of installment sale treatment.? Even if the deferred gain, to the extent the taxpayer holds
the taxpayer does not elect out of installment sale installment notes at the end of a taxable year in
treatment, Code Sec. 453(e) requires acceleration excess of $5 million. In the case of a partnership
of deferred gain, to the extent there is a resale or LLC seller, this $5 million test is applied at the
of the property within two years following the partner/member level.
EmDNoMs
Code SUE. 161)(2). All Code Sec. references
are to the ternal Revenue Code o 1986,
as amended. unless oLher vise indicated.
Code Sec. I tllfXC).
There is currently a smsel IpOvision effec-
tive for taxable years beginning alter :008
kinder which the maximum rate reverts to
20 percent). Act Sec 303 of the jobs and
Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act or
2003 (PL. 108-27) ithe 2003 Act'l,
4 See Code sec. 1221(a).
See Code Sec. 1231. Bur see Code Sec.
1131(c), which prevides ordinary income
mcapture to the extent of Code Sec. 1231
Iobset taken by the taxpayer during the
precedinG five years.
I See Code Sec. 12 IJlMl.
Of cousemthetzayrcan r quentl, struc-
ture the dlisposiion as an exchatt fnder-
Code Sec. 1031.
Co de.Sc. 1222(3i .
Cods'Sec. 1243. ijdi depreciation !s no.
available undr" taday's law, but existed with
rcspect to property acquired in the early to
rrid-1980s.
"' Code Sec. 1(httllfO. In the cae oi sale
or exchange of a partnership interest, the
taxpayer is required to "look through" to
the assets of the partnership in applying the
25-percent rate. Reg. 91.1 (h-1(b)(3). Note
that, a -redmption" of a partnership inter-
est dos no1 require a look-lhrough for this
purpose. Reg. 1.Ith-ltbM(3b(it.
Code Sec. ItI;: Code sec. 1222 (11).
' Code Sec. 1031 exchange treatment is
p6oenlially avaiable tor property held lor
less than ur year, provided It is held for
investmenl ar used in a trade of business.
Code 5ec. 1031 exchange treatment is not
available for dealer propert.
" Code sec. 1221(dillI See the special rules
provided In Code Suc. 1237. Note that gain
from tie sale of dealer property would con-
stilulte unrelated business taxable incorme
(or an exempt organization under Code
Sees 511 and Sl2tb)t51(). Further, gain
from the sale of dealer propeL-y would be
"bad income for a KEIT under Code Sec.
856(c) and could attract a special 100-pe-
cent Lax as a prohibited irnsaction for a
REIT under Code Sec. 857th)6tiAJ,.
W' Biedenham Really Co., Inc., 76-1 usrc
19194, 526 F2d 409.
Is Seeia0al v. RidkeJL 6-1 WK 59317, 383
US 569, 86 SC 1030.
s See, e.8., R.L- Adam, 60 TC 996, Dec.
32,15S 11973).
' But sm e., C.R. Cangi 54 TCM 1048,
Dec. 44,319Mj, TC Memo. 1987-561
(capiWl gain on sale of condominiums).
t Code Secs. 311 (b) and 336(a). INote that
them is no favorable capital gain Lax iale
for C corporations).
5 Code Soc. 341. Note thal under the sunset
provisions of the 2003 Ac, Code Sec. 341
will again apply to tax years beginning after
December 31, 2008.
2 But stee Code Sec. 707(b), providing that
capital treatment gain is not available for
ertain gales to partnerships or LICs where
the ptJIud~ser is 'related" to the siler.,
If di aige corporation is either an S cor-
poration.or a memberofan affiliated group,
the buyer may be able to get a stepped-u p
basis in the assets through the use of an
elein under Code See, 33 h1 01, Reg.
133h)1)-Itb). In this cae, the seller
Will be vwed as having mid asets.
a Now that there is a look-through" rule
in the S corporation contoin where the 5
corporation.owns lcollectibles." Code Sec.
1 (hlSt). The federal tis rate is 28 percent
on collectibles gain. Code Sec. 1 (hl4),
" See Code Sec. 33841)(10).
ti. Phelan, 9GTCM.223, Dec. S5,743(M),
TC Memo. 2004-206. Sec also R.H. Bram-
bert, CA-S, 92-1 usi. 50,252, 960 F.2d
526.
"In Aquabli Shoes, kc, C.A-S, 59.2 usic
T9632, 269 F2d 11I I1959), the Filth
Circuit accepted this argument, noting that
the contractual obligations offered by the
Newco were practically contingent upon
the succeisful develupment uf the property,
and lhus constituted 'risk capital.' . I.S.
Bradshaw, CtCL 82-2 ustc 59454,683 Frd
365 (1982). wherein the Court of Claims
upheld the transaction as a sale, noting that
the formaliLties of a sale had been 'strictly
,bserved" and that there had been little
business risk that the development project
would fil.
Note that, if the promissory note held
by XY LLC is viewed as equity instead
of debt, the S election of tY Corp would
terminate because .XY LLC (the holder
of the promissory note) would not be a
permitted 5 stockholder. Additionally, if
ihe promissory note does not qualify un-
der the sti sg debt safe harbor of Code
Sec. lS6ltc)Sl, the equity may then be
reclassified as preferred stock tsee Burr
Oals Corp., infra); this would also serve
to terminate the S election.
Note that this series of transactions results
In 'phantom gain" to X and Y. 1hey have
ostensibly received a 'payment* under
Code Sec. 453; in reality they were merely
receiving In return their capital comnbu-
dtons made to Newco,
"See Code Sec. 13611c),6L which provides
that an organization described in Code
Sec. 401(a) or Code Sec. 501tc)13) that is
exempt from tax under Code Sec. 5Ola) is
a permitted stokhoider in an S corporation.
However, Code Sec. 5 12(e) provides that (I)
all items of S corporation income (or lis)
allocated to the exehipa qrgnlzton and MIf
any sn (orions) recognized by the eisrmpt
oranization on the disposition of its stock
In the S corporation is unrelated business
taxable income. Code Soc. 5121ei does not
apply to ESOPs.
a See Burr Oaks Corp,, CA-7, 6&2 usc
9506, 365 Fd 24, crl. denied, 385 US
1007, B? SCt 713 (1967), wherein, based
on the facts of that can, the Seventh Circuit
accepted both the contribution to capital
and substance over form arguments from
the IRS.
See Code Sec. 1239(b).
"Code Sec. 7S(d4
t Ills unclear whether there is a iooklhmugh
In testing the application of Code Sec.
1239.
J' Note that, if XY owns property used in a
trade or business but held for less than one
year, under Code Sees. 751 (d) and 1231 the
portion of the consideration for the interest
attributable to such property would be clas-
sfiMod as ordinary income.
"Code Sec. 453td),
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Usinog Disregarded Entities in Corporatef Reorganizations
Stephei L. Owvn i a Parmr in the
itaeimui a.Ir "vV hjtqcn, D C. c ! of
IL ,l P lI r- Rudnic Cra,', Cma !y I oP.
ode Sec. 3681 describes the different trarsac-
tions that qualify as "reorganizations" under
,,the Code. A transaction qualifying as a "re-
organization" generally results in deferral of tax on
gain built into the assets and Lhe receipt.of stock oC
the participating corporations,2
One of the transactions that Code Sec. 368
includes as a 'reorganization" is a "slitutory
merger or consolidation" pursuant to Code Sec,
368(a1(1)(A). This form of "reorganization" offers
considerable flexibility over other forms of "reor-
ganizations," n that there is no statutory restrictirn
on the permissible consideration; the only limit on
consideration being imposed by the "COntinuitv
of proprietary interest" rules) which are generally
interpreted to permit as much as 50 to 60 percent
of consideration, other than stock of the acquiror."
Addition ally, statutory mergers and consolidations
can allow merging corporations io transfer valu-
able assets, such as contract rights, by operation
of state law rather than by a deed, assignnment or
ot her private instrument of transfer
A "sttu tory merger or consoll dation" clearly
includes the mirger of two corporations accom-
p1 shed by operation of state corporate law. Sta-e
corporate laws, however, also provioe for the
merger of corporations with entities ci her than
corporations, such as partnerships5 and limited
liabi ty tompanies, ° These other entities have tne
potenial to be clissified as entities disregarded LS
separate from thcir owners for federal incone tax
purposes.' This raises the question whether statu-
tory ierger or consolidation" encompasses thie
rrger of a corporation into a disregarded entit,
as in the following situation:
11-x Tip
Example 1: Acquiror, a C corporation, wishes to
acquire Target Corp., an S corporation, all of the
stock of which is owned by A. The parties would
like to structure a merger of Target Corp. into
Acquiror, with A receiving Acquiror's stock. How-
ever, a direct merger into Acquiror would subject
the assets of Acquiror to Target Corp.'s liabilities.
The transaction could also require an Acquiror
stockholder vote. The deal is revised so that Ac-
quiror forms a single-member LLC (SMLLC) into
which Target Corp. merges. SMLLC is the survivor
and A receives Acquiror's stock.
Would the fact that SMLLC is a disregarded entity
allow the transaction to qualify as a "statutory merger
or consolidatiun" under
Code Sec. 368(a)(1){A)?
in proposed regulations Whether it is a
issued in 2000,8 the IRS's LLC, a QSub
initial conclusiQn was that disregarded entit
this traiisactio'i.would not
qualify as astatty merg/.. planners. a vari
er or ons~datiofi under opportunities to a
Code'. Seg. 368( )(XAy... .. aS non-tax
This %vas-not 'the answer
that tax professionals
wanted to hear.' HoweverA updaled .jr6pos(dliegu-
lations were issued in 2001; '1 which lrovided that
this transaction would qualify for non-recognition
treatment under Code Sec. 368(a)(1 )(A). In Temporary
Regulations issued on January 24, 2003, generally
uffective for transactions occurring on or after Janu-
ary 24, 2003, the IRS followed the approach of this
second set of proposed regulations.
On January 23, 2006, the IRS issued final regula-
tions (the "Final Regulations") on this topic." While
the IRS has acknowledged that there remain many
unan.wered questions in this area, the Final Regu-
lations offer significant guidance to entrepreneurs
and their tax advisors in structuring acquisitions and
dispositions of business entities. Here are some il-
lustrative examples.
In Example I above, why would Acquiror not sin)-
ply form a wholly owned subsidiary corporation and
structure tlh transaction as a tax-free reorganization
under Code Sec 368(a)(2)(D) (i.e., a 'forward-trian-
gular merger")? Acquiror would still be able to isolate
the liabilities of Target Corp., and the transaction
would not require the vote of Acquiror's stockhold-
ers. First, there may be state income tax benefits in
operating theTarget Corp.s business in a single-mere-
ber LLC (e.g., some states, such as Maryland, do not
permit consolidated returns, so losses of a subsidiary
corporation may be trapped in the subsidiary). In
addition, qualifying as a merger under Code Sec.
368(a)(J(A) is easier than in the case of a triangular
merger under Code Sec. 368(a)(2)(D).
The Final Regulations provide absolute clarity that
the transaction described in Example 1 qualifies for
tax-free treatment under Code Sec. 368(a)(IXA).12
What if Acquiror has a wholly owned subsidiary cor-
poration ('Sub") that has substantial assets? Acquimr,
for business reasons, desires to acquire Target Corp.
under the Sub "umbrella" in exchange for Acquiror's
stock, but does not want Sub's assets to be exposed
to the liabilities of Target Corp.
single-member
or a QRS, a
y offers business
ety of potential
2hieve tax as well
nhipfiv#=Q_
Example 2. Sub forms
an SMLLC. Target Corp.
merges into SMLLC with
SMLLC surviving. The
stockholders of Target
Corp. receive stock of
Acquiror.
j.. .The Final Regulations'"
. providethat this transac-
tig will lq~ialify.for'tax-kree tr'ath.hbt as if Trget
do:p. had merg d into Sub, isurni'ng thatthe for-
ward triangular merger requirements of Code Sec.
368(a)(2)(D) are satisfied.
What if a target corporation is merged into a
disregarded entity in exchange for interests in the
disregarded entity?
Example 3. Acquiror, an S corporation, owns all
of the interests of SMLLC. Target Corp. merges
into SMLLC and the Target Corp. stockholders
receive 50 percent of the interests in SMLLC.
SMLLC survives in the merger.
The Final Regulations" provide that this transaction
does not qualify as a "statutory merger or consolida-
tion ,' As a result of the merger, SMLLC is treated as
having converted from a disregarded entity to a part-
nership for federal income tax purposes. Acquiror is
deemed to have contributed to the partnership all of
the assets, subject to all of the liabilities, held by SMLLC
immediately before the merger. Target Corp. is deemed
to have contributed all of its assets, subject to all of its
liabilities, to the partnership and to have simultane-
ously distributed 50 percent of the SMLLC interests to
02006 CCH. All Rights Reserved.
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theTarget Corp. stockholders in complete liquidation.
Te deemed liquidation of Target Corp. would trigger
gain to the extent the value of the Target Corp. assets
exceeds basis.'"
What if Acquiror and Target Corp. are partners in
the A/TC Partnership, and Acquiror wishes to acquire
Target Corp. in exchange for Acquiror's stock?
Example 4. Acquiror forms SMLLC. Target Corp.
merges into SMLLC, and the Target Corp. stock-
holders receive Acquiror stock.
This transaction qualifies as a 'statutory merger or
consolidation," as discussed in Example 1 above.
The twist is that the A/TC Partnership becomes a
disregarded entity as a result of the merger because
all of its interests are held by Acquiror, directly or
indirectly (through SMLLC). The conversion of A/TC
Partnership to a disregarded entity should not have
adverse tax consequences.
Example-S. Target Corp' mergesinio A/TC Part-
nership,'The Target Corp. stockholdersreceive
Acquilror's ho&k. As a result of thi merger,
A/TC Pathe"ship becomes a dis'egairded en-
tit), because all of its interestsare owned by
Acquiror. , " ' Q. ' , ,a"'
The Final Regulations conclude that this transaction
qualifies as a statutory merger or consolidation for
purposes of Code Sec. 368(a)(I)(A). Al of the assets
and liabilities of Target Corp. become the assets and
liabilities of A/TC Partnership, a disregarded entity.
Note that, in all cases that are deemed to be statu-
tory mergers or consolidations for purposes of Code
Sec 360(a)(IlA), the target is not a disregarded entity.
What happens if the target in the merger is a disre-
garded entity?
Example 6. Target Corp. owns 100 percent of
the interests of Target LLC, a disregarded entity.
Acquiror wishes to acquireTarget LLC by having
it merge into SMLLC, a disregarded entity wholly
owned hy Acquiror. Acquiror will issue its stock
toTarget Corp. pursuant to the merger. As a result
of the merger, ,ll of the assets and liabilities of
Target LLC (but not those of Target Corp.) will
become assts and liabilities of SMLLC.
The Final Regulations conclude that this transac-
tion does not satisfy the requirements of Code Sec.
368(a)()(A). (Note that this transaction might qualify
for tax-free treatment under Code Sec. 368(a)(I)(C) if
the requirements applicable to such a reorganization
are satisfied).
A QSub also is a disregarded entity. What happens
if the parent corporation of a QSub merges with
another entity?
Example 7. Target Corp. is an S corporation.
Target Corp. owns all of the stock of Target Sub,
a QSUB. Target Corp. will merge into SMLLC, a
single-member LLC owned by Acquiror. SMLLC
will survive. The stockholders of Target Corp.
will receive stock of Acquiror.
As a result of the merger, all of the assets and li-
abilities ofTarget Corp., including the stock of Target
Sub, will become assets and liabilities of SMLLC.
Under applicable regulations," the transaction is
treated as a deemed transfer of the assets of Target
Sub to SMLLC, followed by a deemed contribution
of these assets to a new Target Sub by SMLLC in
exchange for Target Sub stock. This deemed "drop-
down" of assets as part of the merger does not cause
the merger to fail to qualify for tax-free treatment
under Code Sec. 368(a)(1 )(A).'V 7 It should be noted
that T~eget *.ub'5" QSub stafuI terhihates- upon the
merger. Target Sub will thereupon' hcforhda C cor-
poration immediately following the merger, unless
Acquiror is an S corporation and a new election is
made to treatTarget Sub as a QSub."1 Under Rev. Rul.
2004-85,19 this new QSub election must be made
effective immediately following the merger." If the
QSub election is not made effective immediately
following the merger, Target Sub will not be eligible
to be treated as a QSub (or as an S corporation if, for
example, its stock is spun off and it would otherwise
be eligible to be an S corporation) until the expiration
of the five-year re-election prohibition period under
Code Sec. 1361 (b)(3)(D), Rev. Proc. 2004-49 - 1 offers
a way to request relief from the IRS for a late QSub
election in this context.
The foregoing rules regarding QSubs are applicable
to QSubs where the parent S corporation transfers
all of the QSub stock to another S corporation in
a taxable sale or in a tax-free reorganization under
Code Sec. 368(a), except where the tax-free reorga-
nization qualifies under Code Sec. 368(a)(1)(F).
Example 8. S-1 Corp. is an S corporation that
owns all of the stock of QSub-1. A, the sole
Joinrri-u 0:n P,'.s"rI-incLCH DEvmirrrs
Tax'T'ip
stockholder of S-1 Corp., forms 5-2 Corp. S-2
Corp. has no assets or liabilities and is eligible
to be an S corporation. S-1 Corp. merges into
5-2 Corp.
This transaction qualifies as a tax-free reorganiza-
tion under Code Sec. 368(a)(1)(F). Under Rev. Rul,
b4-250/?when an S corporation merges into a newly
formed corporation in a transaction qualifying under
Code Sec. 368(a)(1 )(F), and the newly formed corpo-
ration meets the requirements of Subchapter S, the
merging corporation's S election does not terminate,
but instead, remains in effect for the newly fon-ned
surviving corporation. The newly formed corporation
is treated as a "continuation" of the merging S corpo-
ration. As a result, the QSub elections for subsidiaries
of the merging S corporation will not terminate.
The concept of a "disregarded entity" is relatively
new Whether it is a single-member LLC, a QSub or
a QRS ("qualified REIT subsidiary'), a disregarded
entity offers business planners a variety of potential
opportunities to achieve tax as well as non-tax ob-
jectives. This column has considered a few of these
opportunities.
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Tax Tip
By Steph en L Owei
Tax- "Complification": Dealing With Contributions To,
and Distributions From, Partnerships and LLCS
n the "good old days," the tax laws and regula-
tions applicable to prartnerships ('Subchapter K")
were relatively short ad, siraighifoard. Con-
tributions of appreciated property to a parmership
were tax-free. Distributions of appreciated properly
from a partnership were tax-free2 Even distributions
of cash to a partner were tax-free to the extent of the
partner's basis in his partnership interest:
Example 1. A owns land having a basis of $1,000
and a value of $2,000, A contributes the land to
the AB LLC in exchange for a 50 percent interest
in AS B contributes $1,000 to AB in exchange
for a 50 percent interest in AB. AB distributes
$ U.'000 to A in order to equalize capital accounts,
because As capita i account was credi ed with the
ill fair market value of the land.
Stephen L .wen is a Part)nor in the
Batimore ml V:shingion, UC ofice, of
D)LAk Pi per Rudrc4 k Gray' Cary LLP.
11 the term of the transaction is respected, A's contri-
bution of the land to AB is tax-free under Code Sec.
721 and As receipt of $1,000 from AB is a tax-free
return of capital under Coe Sec. 731 ." Note that. in
reat', A "sold' a S0 percent interest in the land to
. .Howcvu in-asale transaction, A would recognize
gain ot $500.
Evcn in the good old days. the IRS was concerned
that creative taxpayers would attempt to use a part-
nership to avoid tax in a transaction that was, in
substance, a taxable sale. Regulations provided that
if there was a con'tributioin of proper b oa partnership
and 'within a short periodF (, thee was a distribu-
tuki of other property to the contributing partner
or (2) the corntribuled property was distributed to
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another partner, the transaction could be recharac-
terized as taxable. Notwithstanding the existence of
these regulations, the IRS was largely unsuccessful
in convincing courts to recharacterize the form of a
contribution/distribution transaction as a sale.'
DisguisedSafe5 of Property. In 1984, Congress at-
tempted to end the "disguised sale" of property using
a partnership. Code Sec. 707(a)(2)(B) provides that if
there is a direct or indirect transfer of money or other
property by a partner to a partnership, and there is a
related direct or indirect transfer of money or other
property by the partnership to the contributing part-
ner (or to another partner), then the transfers, when
viewed together, will be characterized andtreated as
a sale of property, rather than as a.contrbuti06f to,
and a distribution from, a partndhip- "
The regulations promul-
gated under Code Se
707(a)f2)(B) ("Property Even in the
Regs") do not.offer bright- the IRS was
line, objectie..standards. creative taxpay
Rather, -thl Property
kegs affer a "facts and to use a partne
circurnstaces" analysis in a transac
has a basis of $1,000 and a value of $2,000. The
AB partnership agreement provides that, upon
completion of construction, AB will distribute
$900 to A,
If the $900 distribution occurs within two years of
Ks land contribution, the contribution/distribution
will be presumed to be part of a sale of the land to
AB. A may rebut the presumption if the facts and
circumstances clearly establish (1) that the transfer of
cash to him would have been made without regard
to his contribution of the land to AB or (2) that AB's
obligation or ability to make the transfer to A was
dependent, at the time of contribution of the land,
tip the entrepreneurial risks of AB's operations.
* difibutlons of Contrtbuted Property. Code Sec.
. " ' 1
good old days;"',
concerned that
ers would attempt
.ship to avoid tax
tion that was,
704(c)(1 )(A) provides that
income, gain, loss and
deduction with respect to
- property contributed to a
p.rte.rship by a partner,
are required to be shared
anig the partners to take
into account the variation
to aeterm~ne wnemeer a in substance, a taxable sale. vetwe
sale.h-as'occurred. Based . . ... contril
uporf. the facts and cir>* the pa
cumstnces, (1) would Te tr.a'4sfer of money Cir value atje'time of confribution.
other consideration have been made "but'fo' the
transfer of property and 12) where the. lWi'fers are Example ;3. -SujP ;tqhat A anc
n..t simultaneous; is the subsequent transfer depen- LLO'.A.€.ontributeilfid.bavinga
dent upon the "enireoreneurial risk1 a.rlership and., a asis of $10;000 .(this apprOpoerations"? -,.-'.., .Y. r(,kr.,n as "'S t 704(c) pr
Ihe Property Res apply "a.twoear .iresunption... !idtiiis $15,00.0c h. If the lancIf a .dntribution and-. - trt)ution ocur.ithiw . 'silt..by AB for.$2-5000, the $!
two-year period, the tr isfefs are presumeiid% e gain at the time ofcontiribution
part of a sale transaction. If the contribution and the 704(c) gain") would be allocated
distribution occur more than two. years. apart, . the remain.ing .10,000 of gain
transfers are presumed not be part of' .W...transac-: equa'lly ..e.,e A ind "
tion. These presumptions can 6'overic6me only if the
facts and circumstances "clearly establish" that the What if the Section 704(c) propert
transfers do not constitute a sale (for tr.nsfer, within .. was distrbuted from the LLC to-
two years) or constitute a saie:(VFor transiers nob-VwithI'n, In Exariple 3, if the land wa' di'
two years). In Example 1 ab'ove, the transaction would I," Awouli no lon'ger be obligite
be presumed under the Property Regs to be a sale built-in gain upon a sale of the Ian
of a 50 percent interest in the Property for $1,000, Partnership AB. Code Sec. 704(c)i
causing A to recognize gain of $500. to close this "loophole" in Code
Code Sec. 704(c)(1)(B) provides t
Example 2. A transfers land to the AB Partner- distributes Section 704(c) propert,
ship in exchange 'cor an interest in AS. AB will than the contributing partner ,
construcL improvements on the land. The land of the contribution, the conribL
n the basis of tre
uted property to
rtnership and its
I B form the AB
value of $15,000
eciated property
operty"), B con-
I is subsequently
i,000 of built-in
i.e., the "Section
solely to A, with
being allocated
y was not sold, but
.another member?
rtributed by AB to
d to recognize the
d once it had "left"
(1)(B) was enacted
Sec. 704(c)(1)(A).
at, if a partnership
to a partner other
'ithin seven years
iting partner must
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recognize the Section 704(c) gain as if the Section seven-year period would not begin as a result of the
704tc) property had been sold by the partnership at merger, and that any appreciation (after the initial
its fair market value at the time of contribution. This contribution) in the Section 704(c) property would
provision is onerous because it triggers a tax liability not be considered in applying Code Sec. 704(c)(1)B).
io the contributing partner at a time when there may On this basis, there would be no problem because
not be cash to pay the tax. the distribution of Property D to A will have occurred
more than seven years after the original contribution
Note. In representing the contributing partner, tax of Property D to DEF LLC by D.
advisors often should insist that the partnership However, in Rev. Rul. 2004-43, the IRS reasoned
will not have the ability to distribute contributed that ABC will receive Property D in 2007 with a ba-
property in a manner that would trigger Code sis of $2,000 and a value of $15,000, thus, Property
Sec. 704(c)(1 )tB). D will have $13,000 of Section 704(c) gain. Of this
amount, $8,000 results from D's contribution of Prop-
The applicable regulations offer various exceptions erty D to DEF ("704(c) Pre-Merger Layer") and $5,000
to Code Sec. 704(c)(1 )(B). For examplO; ode ec. results from the merger ("704(c) Post-Merger Layer").704(c)(1 )fB) does not apply if apreshIp h1ng' -. Note-t0a1t .D E'and F share in the 704(c) Post-Merger
Section 704(c) property trarisfirs'..all of its assets and Layer even though .E and F contributed cash to DEF.
liabilities to another partheiship in a Code Sec. 721 On the distribution ..f. Property D to A in 2012, the
transaction and the izr1nferring partnership distrib- IRS concludes that;D,.- E and F will recognize gain
utes the inte rests in-the transferee partnership to the totaling $5,000 becausetheTO4(c) Post-Merger Layer
partners initlii ransferor partnership in liquidation of is subject to Code Section l'04fX1)(B) (the 704(cJ Pre-
the transferor partnership.9 An "assets-over" merger Merger Layer is not subject to Code Sec. 704(c)(1 )(B)
of partnerships would fall within this exception. Reg. because more than seven years has elapsed). A is not
1.704-4(c)(4) provides that a subsequent distribution taxed under Code Sec. 737 because more than seven
of Section 704(c) property by the transferee part- years has elapsed since A's contribution of Property
nership (o a partner of the transferpe,partnership, is .... A to ABC (see, discussion below).
subject'to Code Sec. 704(t)()(8) ltothe same e6tent. Rev Rul. 2D04-43 has been revoked by Rev. Rul.
thata distribution by tl.,ransFerorpartiiershi wbuld 2005-10."1 However, thle IRS has indicated in Notice
have been subject to. Settion 704(c)(1)JO, 2005-1 5," that regulations will be promulgated, effec-
tive for distributions.occurrlng after January 19, 2005,
EXample 4. On Janiary 1, 2004, ,A;.:Sw..and C that apply.the positir. ,t forth in Rev. Rul. 2004-43.
formed ABC LLC. A. contributed cash"6f .$10,000 Distributions to Cqntibuting Partners. Another
and. Property A.having a value of $ 10000 and a "anti-mixing bowl. provision is found in Code Sec.
basis of $4,000. B contributed cash of $10,000 737. Code Sec. 731 requires a partner who con-
and Property B having a value and basis, of tributis Section 7.04(c) property to a partnership,$ t,0oo, C contributed $20,000 in cash. Also to recognize gain on a subsequent distribution of
on January 1, 2004, D, E and F formed DEF property from the partnership to the contributing
LLC. D contributed Property D havying a value of.. :.partner, within seven years after the contribution. The$10,000 and a basis of $2,0DQ. Eand F;e-,ch 6n- .a.nunt'0fgai re gnze.t l s.r of 1)the net
tributed $10,000 in cash. On lnuiry I, 2007, pri-coritribution'aln in the coh fibuted property or
ABC LLC merges with DEF LLC in an "assets (2) the excess of value of distributed property over
ovef" merger, with ABC being the. urvivor.ard the adjusted .bais ,of -the.. partner's interest in the
the -continuing partnership' b.de 'code Se.. partnership. Thi visio rb .is &ligned to prevent a
708. Immediately prior to the merger, Pro lerty tontrbuting partner fr"r" avi Ing Section 704(c)
A had appreciated to $20,000, Properly B had gain by shifting it to another property (at least during
appreciated to $20,000 and Property D had ap- the seven-year post contribution period).
preciated to $15,000. On January I, 2012, ABC
LLC distributes Property D to A. Example 5. On January 1, 2005. A, B and C
form ABC LLC as equal members. A contributes
Prior to Rev. Rul. 2004-43," most practitioners Blackacre, having a value of $20,000 and a basis
interpreied this exception literally, so that a new of $6,000. B contributes $10,000 in cash and
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Whiteacre, having a value and basis of $10,000.
C contributes $20,000 cash. On December 31,
2007, ABC distributes Whiteacre to A. Whiteacre
is still valued at $10,000. A recognizes $4,000
of gain on the distribution under Code Sec.
737, even though no cash is generated from the
transaction. Note that B does not recognize gain
under Code Sec. 704(c)(1 )(B) because Whiteacre
was not Section 704(c) property at the time it was
contributed by B i.e., Whiteacre's value and basis
were equal).
Disguised Sa fes of fbrtnership Interests. To this point
in the disctIssion, we have considered potential traps
where the government could tax a taxpayer wo hais.
contributed appreciated property i6 a'pa.iership or an
LLC. On November 26, 2004, the government issued
proposed regulations addressing disguised sales of part-
nership interests (the 'Partnership Interest Regs)."
Example 6. A and B own all of the membership
interests in the AB LLC. A owns 40 percent oiAB
LLC and has a basis in his LLC interest of $400.
B owns 60 percent of AB LLC and has a basis in
his LLC interest of $600. AB LLC owns real estate
that has appreciated. C contributes- 1,000 to AB . ,*
LLC in exchai ige for a:.59:0preeht 'membership
interest. A's interest in.tL .Cfis re'ucer,'1t2"O
percent B's interest
. 
in.AB LLC is reduied.t030
percent. AB LLC di tributes $400 to A'-ad $600
to B. If the formof tte transaction .is r.sp cted,
A and B do not recognize gain becais.fqiach has
sufficient basis to-co ver the cash di.tribijions to
thlem, Howeverl thi tr~ahsaction is Nha Acter-,.
.ize as, in substance, a sale.'b.each of 0 poront .
of his LLC interest, A would recognize gain of
$200 and B would recognize gain of $300.
. . ......-.. .. ....-
The Partnership Interest Reg5 .-havd'V t.heir tliutory
foundation in Code Sec. 707(a;j2)(B), ai is fhe case of
the Property Regs described above. The government,
in crafting the Pan nership. Interest Regs,-followed
the general structure of the Propetty Regs..Thus, the
Partnership Interest Regs provide that a transfer or
consideration by a partner (contributing partner) to
a partnership, and a transfer of consideration by the
partnership to another partner (selling partner), will
contiu it. a iale of the i-ling partners partnership in.
terest only if, based upon all facts and circumstances,
(1) the transfer by the partnership to the selling partner
would not have made "but for" the transfer to the part-
nership by the contributing partner and (2) in cases
involving nonsimultaneous transfers, the subsequent
transfer is not dependent upon the "entrepreneurial
risks" of partnership operations."
The Partnership Interest Regs adopt a two-year
presumption. Transfers (regardless of the order) to
and from a partnership, occurring within two years
of each other, are presumed to be part of a sale
transaction. "Transfers occurring more than two years
apart are presumed not to constitute a sale." These
presumptions can be rebutted by facts and circum-
stances that "clearly establish" the contrary.
As in the case of the Property Regs, the Partnership
Interest Regs have a number of exceptions. One ex-
ception is provided for transfers by a partnership to
a parther In cmplete liquidation of a partner's inter-
est. However, even this exception is not 100 percent
certain as the PatriLership Interest Regs provide that
a complete liquidation transaction could be treated
as a sale of a partnership interest if the facts and
circumstances "clearly egtabllsh" a sale.
The Partnership Interest Regscan cause unexpected
results. This is clearly the case where a contribution of
cash to, and a distribution of cash from, a partnership
are not simultaneous (or nearly simultaneous).
S'Ekample 7. A, B and Cown, in equal shares, the
rnem.!. .iW6 interests in ABC LLC. ABC has been
engaged.ih the real. i it development business
for tfhly .y;ears. On May 1, 2005, ABC sells an
asset. and alistrlbute.$. 10 to each of A, B and C,
Ai, and C each hm - iasis in their ABC interest
Pf $1 " , so theyais.me the distributions will not
t0igger gain. O'Jh.nuary 1, 2007, ABC admits D
as 25 percen :.. mmber in exchange for a $300
contribution. 1e interests of A, B and C are di-
luted to 25 percent each. Do these facts present
a- pr0.blemi-.. ... -
Under thre Partnership Interest Regs, because the
contribution and the distributions occur within two
years. of each other, it is presumed that there has
been a sale by A, B and C of a portion of their ABC
interests to D, Clear evidence would need to exist
to rebut the presumption. If the presumption cannot
be rebutted, the Partnership Interest Regs say'that the
sale is deemed to have occurred on May 1, 2005.This
obviously triggers a host of practical issues, Would
returns have to be amended? Did D really think it
would be a partner for tax purposes as of May 1,
2005? The list of potential problems is long.
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Based upon this brief discussion, one thing is clear:
planning pannership transactions is not as easy as it
was in the "good old days." Devious taxpayers (and
their advisors) now must negotiate a variety of special
rules designed to prevent disguised sales and mixing
bowl transactions (in addition to the general partner-
ship anti-abuse rules). At the same time, innocent
and well-intended taxpayers (and their advisors) must
understand these rules in order to avoid falling into
one or more of the traps now presented.
_ _ENDNOTM
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B)y Stpher L. Ozven
A Random Walk Through Choice of Entity Planning
W hle imited habiity con panies have
becomie thel enity of c e for many
business and investment acivities, other
entities remain attractive and frequently offer tax sav-
ings opportun ties. Limited pa rtnerships, for example,
may 1 rove beneficial in minimizing franchise taxes m
certain states. For existing corporations, a conveiri n
to an LLC or to a limited partnership is uSutly unat-
tractive because of the adverse tax consoquen-es.
I o this reason, existing C corporations ruy uosider
matking an S election (generally without adverse tax
consecluences) to obtain the benefit of flow-through
treatment, and existing S corporations will usually
ch ide to maintain their S election,
!3tephen L. Owen ii Pa r 'r ith
Balirzor, and 'ashngiun, D.C. offices
Di.>\ Pi].Wr iLLltlid' DIay Car, LIT.P
S Corporations
As a resull of the recently enacted American Jobs Cre-
ition Act of 20043 (AJCA), S corporations will be used
nmore frequently. Prior to 2005. an S corporation could
not have more than 75 stockholders, In applying this
rule, t [e latutc did not peimit "aggregation of tamilyrneinbers except thlat a hnusband and wviie were treated
as a single stokhclJder for tLis purpose. Effective fo. tax
years beginning after Decenmber 3 f, 2004, the maxi-
mium num er of stockholders oran S corporation is now
I00.-In ad1irtion n applying this rule, the statute nowi
permits all nieris o a "family" to be aggregated and
treated as one stockholder Afor this purpose.,
One specia' rule in subchapter S relates to tax ex-
empt organizations Code Sec. 1361 .c)(6) provides
that an organization described in Code Sec- 401(a)
or Code Sec, 50i tc)(3) that is exempt from tax under
Code Sec. 501 (a) is a permitted S corporation stock-
hlJer. This neais, for example, that S corporation
sto khulders c an ma ke gifts of stock to chari Lies wit h-
out causiu the S election to terminate. However the
qukid pro quo for this benefit is found in Code Sec.
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512(e): The tax exempt organization must treat its
ownership interest in the S corporation as an interest
in an unrelated trade or business. All items of income,
loss or deduction and any gain or loss from the sale
of S corporation stock must be taken into account in
computing the tax exempt organization's unrelated
business taxable income.
Example. S corporation owns marketable securi-
ties. An exempt organization owns stock in the
S corporation. S corporation has income from
dividends, interest and capital gains. The exempt
organization must treat its share of this income
as unrelated business taxable income (subject to
tax at corporate tax rates). This is true notwith-
standing that, if received directly by the exempt
organization (or indirectly through a partnership
or an LLQ, this Income would generally not be
taxable as unrelated business taxable income.
More on Thx-Exempt Investors
Tax-exempt investors may also present special chal-
lenges when they are partners in partnerships or
members of LLCs. First, certain types of income and
gain generated by a partnership or LLC will automati-
cally constitute unrelated business taxable Income.'
For example, gain from the sale of dealer property.
and income from the operations of a hotel or widget
manufacturing business will be unrelated business
taxable income. Other types of income, such as real
estate rental Income, will generally only constitute
unrelated business taxable income if the propety Is
"unrelated debt financed property." Unrelated debt
financed property held by a partnership will generate
-unrelated business taxable income unless the part-
nership or LLC complies with the so-called fractions
rule.' The fractions rule frequently limits the flexibility
of taxable investors and the tax exempt investors to
allocate tax items in a manner that they would oth-
erwise prefer.
AJCA has now imposed (perhaps inadvertently)
another challenge for partnerships and LLCs that
have tax exempt investors. New Code Sec. 470 cre-
ates onerous limitations on the deductibility of losses
related to "tax exempt use property.' To the extent
that, with respect to each tax exempt use property,
aggregate deductions (including Interest deductions
allocable to the property) exceed aggregate income
from the property, this exces is not allowed as a
deduction (it is carried over to future years). For this
purpose, tax exempt use property includes property
owned by a partnership or LLC that has both tax ex-
empt entity investors and taxable investors.'
Example. Mogul forms an LLC with Exempt
Org and Taxable Investor to purchase a shop-
ping center. Exempt Org and Taxable Investor
contribute $1 million to the LLC. Mogul will
manage the shopping center. Exempt Org and
Taxable Investor will have a preference, but after
the preference is satisfied, Mogul will receive a
20-percent "promote" (the allocations would
satisfy the fractions rule). The shopping center
generates substantial losses. Under Code Sec.
470, a portion of Taxable Investor's losses may
not be currently deductible.
There Is an exception to the application of Code Sec.
470 ifthe partnership tax allocations have substantial
economic effect and if the allocations are "straight
up" or proportionate.0 In the above example, the
allocations are not "straight up" because the prefer-
ence allocation may cause Exempt Org's distributive
share of tax items to vary over time.
Needless to say, the application of Code Sec. 470
in the partnership context Is controversial and It is
undear whether the full impact of this provision was
understood or intended by Congress. Fortunately, the
IRS has provided temporary relief from this problem
for tax years beginning before January 1, 2005."
However, whether there will be permanent relief
remains to be seen. Until this issue is clarified, hav-
ing tax exempt investors in deals that are not straight
up may cause some sleepless nights for real estate
entrepreneurs and their tax advisors.
Private REM
in the case of real estate ownership, not only have
publicly traded real estate investment trusts (REITs)"
become popular, but so-called private REITs are
now frequently used to minimize tax problems for
tax-exempt and foreign investors. REITs are gener-
ally "passthrough" entities for income tax purposes.
However, REITs are very inflexible entities because
of the various statutory restrictions on the types of
investments and activities that a REIT may have. For
example, REITs will potentially lose their REIT status
if certain Income and asset tests are not satisfied.2 In
addition, a REIT must have at least 100 stockholders
andmore than 50 percent of the value of the entity's
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outstanding stock may not be held by five or fewer
individuals. These ownership restrictions may make a
private REIT unattractive or unavailable in many situ-
ations. However, these requirements can be satisfied
in many other situations.
The 100 stockholder requirement is satisfied typi-
cally by the private REIT's issuing stock to more
than 100 investors, each of whom, for example,
may subscribe for $1,000 worth of preferred
stock carrying a fixed dividend rate. The "five or
fewer/50%" requirement is typically satisfied by
using Olook-through' rules to determine ultimate
beneficial ownership of stock. For example, sup-
pose that Mogul has formed a 'real estate fund.*
The fund is structured as a limited partnership
having 20 limited partners, each of whom (1) is an
individual (unrelated to the other limited partners)
and (2) owns a five-percent interest In the capital
and profits of the fund. The fund invests in a private
REIT. In testing the five or fewer/50% requirement,
each partner in the fund is viewed as owning his
proportionate share of the private REIT stock owned
by the fund. This makes the five or fewer/50% rule
easily avoidable with careful planning. The look-
through rule also permits corporations (and other
REITs) that own a substantial portion of a private
REIT to look through to the stockholders in testing
the five or fewer/50% rule.
Assuming that structuring a private REIT is
feasible, what are the benefits to investors? Gen-
erally, the dividends and capital gains derived
from the private REIT by a tax-exempt investor
will not be unrelated business taxable income
(assuming the REIT stock is not debt financed).
in the case of foreign investors, gain recognized
upon the sale of REIT shares is exempt from U.S.
tax under Code Sec. 897(h) provided the REIT is
'domestically controlled." 1v
While private REITs are not going to surface as the
entity of choice in plain vanilla local real estate deals,
private REITs will remain popular for many large real
estate entrepreneurs who raise funds from tax exempt
and foreign sources.
Partnership Nonrecourse
Debt in Basis
Under current law, a partner in a partnership or a
member of an LLC obtains basis In his interest in the
entity not only for his capital contributions but also
for his "share' of entity debt. Generally, an owner's
share of partnership recourse debt is equal to that
portion of the debt with respect to which the owner
bears the economic risk of loss (e.g., because of a
personal guaranty or deficit restoration obligation)."
An owner's share of entity nonrecourse debt Is gener-
ally based upon his share of entity profits."
Basis in a partnership or LLC interest is important
not only for measuring gain or loss on a sale of the
interest, but also in determining the amount of entity
losses allocated to the owner that can be deducted.
In the case of subchapter S corporations, the basis
rules are different. A stockholder of an S corporation
does not boost basis by virtue of entity-level debt.
This is the case even if the stockholderguarantees the
debt. If an S stockholder needs basis totake losses, he
must contribute cash or property to the S corporation(or make a loan to the S corporation)." ' This means
that an S stockholder seeking a basis boost may have
to borrow funds personally and then contribute or
lend the proceeds to the S corporation.
Recently, the Joint Committee on Taxation issued
a voluminous report called "Options to Improve Tax
Compliance and Reform Tax Expenditures." Buried
in the middle of this report is a proposal to exclude
nonrecourse liabilities from the basis of an interest
in a partnership or LLC. Such a provision would tend
to put partnerships and LICs on a more level playing
field with S corporations," so this report contends.
Whether this proposal will ever become law is
unknown at this point. However, with the current
Administration's focus on "tax reform" and with the
government in need of revenue, it is certainly pos-
sible that this proposal could become law. Existing
nonrecourse debt would probably be protected (but
even this is uncertain). However, when this debt is
refinanced, the owners could face disastrous conse-
quences unless the refinanced debt is recourse.
Who says that the practice of tax law is boring?
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Tax Tip
By Stephen L. Owen
To Disregard or Not To Disregard
Disregarded Entities
Disregarded entities are relatively new concepts in
the Internal Revenue Code Cthe Code'). A disre-
garded entity is an entity, such as a limited liability
company, a partnership or a corporation, that is a
separate legal entity for state law purposes, but that
is ignored or "disregarded" for tax purposes. A single-
member LLC is a disregarded entity unless an election
is made to be taxed as a corporation.' A qualified S
subsidiary (QSub) is a disregarded entity if an election
is made.2 A qualified REIT subsidiary (QRS) is also a
disregarded entity.,
Disregarded entities offer flexibility in tax planning.
Separate legal ent! ues may be necessary or desirable
for nontax reasons such as liability protection. At the
same ime, from a tax perspective there is no policy
reason to treat the activities of these entities separately
irom the ultimate owner.
The IRS has been very busy evaluating the treat-
ment of disregarded entities in a variety of contexts.
Let's first consider the plain vanilla disregarded entity
Assume that Smith, an individual, owns 1 00 percent
of the membership interests in Owner LLC. Owner
LLC owns an oftice building. No election has been
made to treat Owner LLC as a corporation for tax
purposes. Thus, Owner LLC is disregarded for tax
purposes, although for state law purposes Owner
LLC will offer asset protection for Smith, Because
Owner LLC is disregarded, a sale by Smith of all or a
portion of the Owner LLC membership interests will
be treated for income tax purposes as a sale of all
or a portion of the underlying office building owned
by Owner LLC.
What if we make life more complicated. Sup-
pose that Smith operates a business in a state that
imposes a franchise tax on business entities except
for lirnited partnerships. Smith wants to achieve the
simplicity of using a disregarded entity, but needs
to use a limited partnership for state law purposes
... Some Recent Guidance on
to minimize franchise taxes. Smith forms a limited
partnership (LP). The 99-percent limited partner of
LP is Smith. The one-percent general partner of LP is
Owner LLC, I 00-percent owned by Smith and, there-
fore, a disregarded entity. Because Owner LLC is a
disregarded entity, LP is deemed to be 1 00-percent
owned by Smith. LP will be a disregarded entity for
Lax purposes. Because it is deemed to be I 00-percent
owned by Smith, LP will not be treated as a partner-
ship for federal tax purposes. The IRS has made this
conclusion clear in Rev. Rul. 2004-77. 4
This analysis can be applied in the context of QSubs
and QRSs as well. Let's assume that s Corp is an S
corporation, all of the stock of which is owned by
,ones, an individual who is a U.S. resident and citizen.
S Corp has two wholly owned corporate subsidiaries
(QSubl and QSub2). Elections have been made to
treat QSubl and QSub2 as qualified S subsidiaries.
QSub 1 and QSub2 each own 50 percent of the stock
of QSub3. Can QSub3 be a qualified S subsidiary? Yes.
Because QSubl and QSub2 are disregarded entities,
all of the stock of QSub3 is deemed owned by S Corp,
thereby clearing the way for a qualified S subsidiary
election for QSub3. What if Jones transfers all of the
stock of S Corp to Owner LLC, I 00-percent owned by
Jones and, therefore, a disregarded entity? Even though
partnerships and LLCs are generally not permitted S
corporation stockholders, because Owner LLC is dis-
regarded, all of the stock of S Corp is deemed owned
by Smith, a permitted S stockholder. Of course, if Smith
transfers a one-percent interest in Owner LLC to his
wife (in a noncommunity property state),' Owner LLC
will be treated as a partnership for tax purposes and
the S election for S Corp will be blown.
Stephen L. Owen is a tirtner in the Baltimore and Washing.
ton, .C. offices of Piper Rudnick LLP
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But consistency is the hobgoblin of small minds.
The IRS has recently taken the position that disregard-
ed entities may not be disregarded in some contexts.
Consider the result in Rev. Rul. 2004-88.' Code Sec.
6231 provides special audit procedures for partner-
ships (these are frequently referred to as the "TEFRA
audit rules"). Certain small partnerships are exempt
from he TEFRA audit rules. Code Sec. 6231 (a)(1)(B)
defines a "small partnership" as a partnership In
which there are 10 or fewer partners, each of whom
is an individual (other than a nonresident alien), an
estate of a deceased partner or a C corporation. The
regulations provide that the small partnership excep-
tion does not apply if any partner during the tax year
is a "pass-thru partner." A "pass-thru parMer" is a
-partnership, estate, trust, S corporation, nominee
or other similar person through whom other persons
hold an Interest in the partnership."
In Rev. Rul. 2004-88, LP, a limited partnership,
has a general partner and four individual limited
partners. The general partner is an LLC that is
100-percent owned by A, an individual. LLC is a
disregarded entity. First, the IRS concluded that, in
determining the tax matters partner of LP, LLC is
not disregarded. Because, under applicable state
law, LLC is the general partner of LP, LLC is the
tax matters partner, even though for tax purposes
A is treated as the partner. In addition, the IRS
concluded that LP does not qualify as a "small part-
nership" under dieTEFRA dudit rules because LLC,
even though it is a disregarded entity, is viewed as
a "pass-thru partner." In other words, a disregarded
entity is not disregarded for these purposes.
Another context where a disregarded entity will
not be disregarded is found in recently promulgated
proposed regulations under Code Sec. 752 dealing
with the allocalion of partnership rec:ourse liabili-
ties.' Suppose that Smith and Jones form a limited
partnership, LR Smith contributes $1 million to LP
as a limited partner. Jones forms Jones LLC, a wholly
owned LLC, and Jones LLC becomes the 50-percent
general partner in LP. Jones contributes $1 million to
Jones LLC and Jones LLC, in turn, contributes the S 1
million to LI. LP purchases Blackacre for $10 million,
using the $2 million cash plus $8 million partnership
recourse debt. LP generates substantial losses. lf Jones
were the general partner, the LP recourse debt would
be solely allocated to him because he would be bear-
Ing the entire economic risk of loss once the equity
of LP is depleted., This is true even if Jones has no
assets other than his interest in LP.' Does this analysis
change when lones LLC is the general partner?Uw
Jones LLC is a disregarded entity Should it be csre-
garded in determining whether the LP recourse debt is
a recourse liability of JonesThe IRS has conduded that
Jones LLC cannot be disrelparded and, orn these fac thde
LP recourse debt will be treated as nonrecourse, thereby
allocating 50 percent to Smith and 50 percent to Jones.
Proposed Rag. §1 .752-2(kX1) provides64 in determiin-
ing the extent to which a partner bears the economic
risk of loss for a partnership liabilit, obligations of a
disregarded entity are taken into account only to the ex-
tent of the net value of the disregarded entity (assuming
thatihe owner of the disregarded entty has no permnal
liability with respect to the liability of the disregarded
entity). Thus, the presumption of solvency under Reg.
f1.752--2(bX6) only applies in testing the economic risk
of loss f the txpaye-artner (or a related person). A
disregarded entity b notthe taxpayer/partner, nor is it a
relaled person. In the case of a disregarded entity, the
taxpayer/partner is the owner of the disregarded entity
and because the disregarded entity offers the taxpayer/
partner statutory limitation of liability, the owner of the
disregarded entity does not have an obligation to satisfy
the liabilities of the disregarded entity.0
Once the net value of a disregarded entity is Initially
determined, the net value is not redetermined unless
the obligations of the disregarded entity change by
more than a deminimis amount or there is more than
a de minimis contribution to, or distribution from, the
disregrded entity." The proposed regulations also
have an anti-abuse rule. Proposed Reg. §1.752-2(k)(3)
provides that the net value of a disregarded entity
is determined by taking into account a subsequent
reduction in the net value of the disregarded entity if,
at the time of dete . 'nation of net value, it is antici-
pated that the net value of the disregarded entity will
subsequently be reduced and the reduction is part of
a plan that has one of Its principal purposes creating
the appearance that a partner bears the economic
risk of loss for a partnership liability.
What if, in 2005, Jones LLC receives a contribution
from Jones of $1 million andjones LLC purchases White-
acre with the cash. As of December 31, 2005 (when
liabilities shares are determined), the value of Whiteacre
is $800,000. Because Jonee contribution of $1 million
is more than de rinimis, the net value of Jones LLC is
redetermined as of December 31, 2005. As of this date,
$800,000 of LP debt is recourse to Jones and the bal-
ance of $7-2 million is nonrecourse and shared equally
between Smith and Jones (assuming that 50-50 Is the
appropriate manner of allocating the LP's nonrecourse
debt). IfJones had a deficit resmoration obligation for $7.2
million, the entire $8 million LP debt would be viewed
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as recourse and would all be allocated to JoeLW'1at
happens IfJones has no-ddt restnOon obl4aion and,.
in 2006, Jones makes a 0ft of a one-percent |lobest if
Jones LLC to Mrs, Jones (in a noncommunlty property
snWte Jones LLC is now considered to be a partnoship
for tax purposes. Under Reg..51.7S2-2dhX6), Jones LLC Is
deemed to bear the entire risk of loss on the LP recourse
debteven thoug$, at that time, Jones LLC does nt have
asses sufficient to satisfy the debt unlessthe ani-ab
provisions of Reg. §1.752-2(j) w t .to appy."
The proposed reulations also address the proper
allocation of recourse liabilitle where one or more dis-
regarded enuties have recourse liabilities with rSpect to
multiple liabilites or liabilitiesof more than one-patner-
ship. In this case, the nvalue ofeach disregarded en y
mustbe allocated among part hp moomseliabllities
in a "reasonable and consistent manner, taking into ac-
count prioritie among partnhershi bM ',"
Based upon the is, recent guidance, it should be
dear that a disregarded entity may not be disregarded
in some contexts. Unfortunately, this may createsome
degree of uncertainty in planning. For example, assume
that A ow al of the interests in LLC, a disiourlud
entilty LLC.pwns $1 million worth of land. A wishes
to gift a 50-percent nonmvting interest in..LLC to his
daughter, D. If the-typical valuation stndwd of 'will-
ing buyerwilling selle I applied, the value d this
SO-penent nonvoting interest would be subject to a
substantial .dioun.t for minority interest and lack of
mws *blt On the other hand, if the LLC is disre-
garded for vltlon purposes, A. would be deend to
have gifted a.50-percent-undivided interest hn the land,
followed by a deemed cmnributon of-assets by A and
D to a n dwy. w&d parnhip, a situation where the
value ofA's gift may be subject to a leser discount Rug
§301.7701-3 pr wgi t W Wenty idlSre-
gded "for federal tes purposes." Because the federal
gift tax is based upon valuation, does this mean that
the stat. law LLC. "wrapper' must be igored? While
:the:gvenment may take this position, the better posi-
tion wOUld sem to be that the state law LLC'wapp
should not be disregarded. The value ofA's gift Is based
upon an analysis o attributes of the gifted LW Inter-
est (subject only to the special rules under Chapter
14 of *he Code). The LLC shquid not be dlKprd
in ths context because the LLC operating. agrenet
(and applicabte state law) defime the attributes of the
ifted tn erst
Unanswered questions such as these will Insure
full employment for tax practitioners
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Boosting Basis I'or S Corporaton Stckolders
etermining, a stockholder's basis in an S corpo-D ration would appear to be straightforvard. An
-DIL I S 'dtoknhider's basis in his siock is increased
by the cash contributed to the corpot ation). The
stodholder's basis in S st ck iS alS increased by the
share of income allocated to th e stockholder., An S
svocl.bhIler's basis in h is stock is decreased by distribo-
dons andby lhe stare o5vkisses alloated to hu-
5tu< basis is important not only ir measurtng gain
ir loss on the disposition f stok, but Jso Pn dteri
mining wethor the S stockholder can deduct loses
aliocated to the stat huldec tat is, an S stockbokldelanceduc t losses t. ly to [Ie exle ii o,! his sltk i ta~si'.
In evaluating whether an S sto kholder has suficient
basis to deduct losses, the stockholder is permited
to boost basts by the amount of loans made by thre
statkholrl the S corpi ation).
[xample 1. Earl 1-, the sole stot khal Li c S Corp,
an S co)rporation, arl's siock basis is $t o. In ad-
ditiiun, Earl hias rrmade a Ioan to S Carp ot $.C o.
If S Corp gentates $300 of losse, Ea 1 will have
Su f! cie t hasis t. dedo t th h osses. Is s i kbasis first ,'tii lie reducedl to zaro, aid Iis lass
to his loan will h ic reduced ti $30. Whben th ,
S tt l. a: 'is re aid, Ea rl will have a _10 in I $2 0
(if the i o at hit loan ha not bee n tnc reas d or
dr L;n awd hs su in t income or I Cis l
::;&k : An S t Iholcler doe: reot ive a oasis b lust by
Vii IriS oi e'01 It Itd daht. This is true even if Ihe
tephi~' t,. () e : -a e i He st' tckhold,2 I per5 sonal ly gi iarant' a*< thfe lebL .1 this
t , ,, it , o ccase, s ll t a vsen S sh x kh 0l lo., r i lhu te the tOi
i . I d a t , av i , LL as ag as a dre Lt loan to the slu, :k o 3lrde;, cito the
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stockholder then contributing (or lending) the loan
proceeds to the S corporation.
Example 2. S Corp borrows $100 from Bank.
Earl personally guarantees the debt. Earl does
not receive a basis boost until he actually makes
a payment under the guaranty.
Example 3. Earl borruws $100 from Bank. Earl
then contributes $100 to S Corp as a capital con-
tribution. Earl's stock basis is increased by $100.
ff Earl instead lends $100 to S Corp, he also will
have $100 of basis against which he can deduct
losses allocated to him.
Bac-to-Back Loams
In considering the proper structuring of borrowings
in the S corporation context, the recent Tax Court
decision of T.j. Miller is instructive. The taxpayer,
Miller, formed his S corpo-
ration (*S Corp") in 1988
to engage in the business An S stockhol
of manufacturing mobile basis (or at
and modular medical di-
agnostic facilities. Shortly by guarantyint
after its formation, S Corp he or she must
established a relationship directly fro
with Huntington National
Bank ("Bank"), which pro-
vided financing to S Corp on a "per project" basis.
S Corp issued additional stock to an investor group
in 1992.The investor group received 15 percent of the
outstanding stock of S Corp in exchange for a capital
contribution of $800,000. It was a condition to their
capital infusion that S Corp arrange a $1 million re-
volving line of credit from Bank. S Corp arranged this
line of credit by having Miller execute an unlimited
personal guaranty secured by a second mortgage on
his house. In addition, each member of the investor
group executed limited guarantees aggregating $1
million (these guarantees waived all rights to subro-
gation, contribution and indemnification).
From inception, S Corp generated substantial
losses. In December of 1992, Miller was advised by
his accountant that the loan structure needed to be
revised so that Miller could take his share of S Corp
losses (which included suspended losses from prior
years). The accountant correctly pointed out that a
mere guaranty does not generate basis for an S stock-
holder. As a result, the existing loan was restructured
de
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as a direct loan to Miller on the same terms, with
each member ofthe Investor group serving as guaran-
tor. To implement the restructuring, Bank advanced
funds to Miller who in turn made a "backWoback"
loan to S Corp. S Corp then repaid its existing debt
to Bank. Miller's loan to S Corp was evidenced by a
promissory note secured by S Corp's assets. Miller's
personal loan from Bank was secured by the second
mortgage on his house plus a collateral assignment
by Miller of S Corp's promissory note. The back-to-
back-loans were due at the same time and carriedthe
same interest rate. Advances made by Bank to Miller
were deposited in a restricted account for transfer to S
Corp; payments from S Corp to Miller were required
to be deposited in a-restricted account to be held in
trust for the benefit of Bank.
Miller deducted substantial losses in 1992; the
$750,000 outstanding balance on Miller's personal
loan on December 30, 1992, was intended to boost
basis. In 1993, the back-to-back loans increased to
$1.2 million. In 1994, S
Corp became insolvent
.r cannot boost when the back-to-back
)unt at ris) loans totaled $1375 mil-
;or orat~e debt lion. The investor group,das guarantors, paid
orrow the funds $900,000 to Bank in par-
the lender. tial satisfaction of Miller's
obligation to Bank. The in-
vestor group satisfied the
remaining $475,000 by borrowing this amount from
Bank and purchasing the Miller loan from Bank.
Based upon these facts, theTax Courtconcluded that
Miller successfully boosted his basis by restructuring
the loan. Critical to this conclusion was the fact that an
unrelated lender was involved. The fact that a-principal
motivation of the loan restructuring was to generate tax
basis was deemed irrelevant by theTax Court.
Circular 6TugUW of Funds
in contrastto the facts in Miller, where the taxpayerwas
left 'poorer in a material sense,"' the courts have not
treated S stockholders favorably where there is a mere
circular flow of funds in an attempt to create basis. For
example, in D.G. Oten,10 the taxpayer owned multiple
S co tionsi two of which generated losses.To boost
his basis in the loss corporations, the taxpayer borrowed
funds from one S corporation ("S-1"), and then loaned
these funds to the S corporations that generated the
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In reviewing the estate tax inclu-
sion issues under Code Secs. 2036,
2038 and 2041, and in determining
that the facts did not demonstrate
the dominion and control that
would warrant estate tax inclusion
under those sections of the Code,
the critical fact was that neither
the grantor nor the beneficiaries
of a trust could directly participate
in both die initial decisions of the
private trust company and any re-
view of such decisions regarding
discretionary distributions.
On March 29, 2006, the AICPA
issued a Letter and Comments on
Planned Guidance for Estate, Gift,
GST Tax Provisions of Using Private
Trust Companies as Trustee. The
AICPA letter urged the IRS to rule
when providing guidance with
respect to family-owned private
trust companies as follows: (1) that
estate inclusion will not result "as
long as adequate safeguards are
in place to prevent the grantor or
beneficiary from participating in
decisions that, acting as an Indi-
vidual trustee, would have caused
the trust assetsto be included in his
or her estate"; (2) that a safe harbor
should apply "as long as the private
trust company's bylaws prohibit a
grantor or current beneficiary from
participating in any discretionary
distributions with respect to any
trust of which they are a grantor or
beneficiary while serving on the
distribution committee"; and (3)
thatfamily members shouldbeable
to participate fully in the ownership
and management of the private
trust company, as long as their au-
thority with respect to discretionary
distributions is limited in the man-
ner described in (1) and (2).
The focus of the AICPA is on
estate inclusion under Code Secs.
2036, 2038 and 2041; income tax
issues seem not to be discussed.
The goal of having safe harbors is a
good one, especially in such a fact
intensive area like this one,. where
not only do trust provisions vary,
but also there is no uniformity with
respect to govening state law.
Pending a safe harbor ruling,
families will need to structure their
private trust company in a man-
ner that specifically considers the
grantor trust income tax rules and
theestatetax inclusion rules. In do-
ingso, families appearto have great
flexibility on issues of ownership
and investment, but are far more
restricted in how discretonary dis-
tribution decisions may be made.
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losses ("S-2"). S-2 then made loans
back to S-1. This arrangement was
found to have no economic effect
and was, therefore, ineffectiv to
increase basis. This same pattern
has been rejected in other cases."
At Risk
Even though the taxpayer in Miller
prevailed on the basis issue, the
government argued that the losses
were not currently deductible
because the taxpayer was not "at
risk." Under the at-risk rules, a
taxpayer is considered to-be at risk
where he is personally liable for the
repayment of funds borrowed from
an unrelated party.Y However, the
taxpayer is not at risk to the extent
he is protected against loss through
guarantees, stop-loss arrangements
or other similar arrangements."
In applying this rule, the courts
consider whether the taxpayer
faces any "realistic possibility of
economic |.l'14
In Miller, the government aVied
that the tacpwas notat risk with
respectto the-Bank loan because the
guarantees executed by the investor
group waived the guaranto' righ
to subrogation, contribution and
indemnificalon. In other words, the
taxpayer was protected against loss
because the investor goupwaived
any right of recovery from the tax-
payer. The Tax Court rejected this
argument and found the taxpayer to
be at risk with respect to the Bank
loan. The taxpayer was primarily
liable to Bank on a fully recourse
basis. His house served as collateral.
Bank could have sought full recov-
ery from the taxpayer." The fact that
Bank instead sought recovery from
the investor group did not alter the
Tax Court's reasoning.
Discharge of
Indebtedness
Income
Having lost on the basis and at
risk issues, the government then
argued that once the investor
group partially satisfied the debt
in 1994, by making the $900,000
payment under their guarantees,
the taxpayer had $900,000 of
income. The Tax Court agreed
with the government because the
investor group had waived their
rights to subrogation and con-
tribution. However, because the
taxpayer was insolvent at the time
of the discharge of indehtedness,
no income was recognized."
Conclusion
At first blush, the 5 corporation
basis (and at-risk) rules appear to
be simple An S stockholder can-
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not boost basis (or amount at risk)
by guarantying corporate debt he
must borrow the funds clirecty firn
the lender. Even then, the lender
should be an unrelated party, and
there needs to be more than a mere
circular 'juggling" of funds.
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where the shareholder borrows
the funds that he or she lends
to his S corporation, regardless
of whether the shareholder bor-
rows the funds from a related
party or a third-party lender.
Accordingly, a shareholdet who
finances the principal amount of
S corporation indebtedness to the
shareholder should ensure that
the transactions are documented,
all formalities are observed and
that all parties involved act at
arm's length.
Members' Automatic
Stay Protection
Does Not Extend lb
LLC's Employment
Taxi Proceedings -in
Tax Court
A recent Tax Court-decision holds
that the automatic stay provisions
of the Bankruptcy Code do not
bar a limited liability company's
(LLCs) employment tax proceed-
ings in Tax Court, even though
the LLC was defunct, and all of
the LLC's members were under
the jurisdiction of the Bank-
ruptcy Court.
The LLC had two members,
both of whom had filed Chapter
7 bankruptcy petitions and were
under the jurisdiction of the Bank-
ruptcy Court. The Commissioner
asserted an employment tax de-
ficiency against the LLC, which,
by that time, was defunct and
had no assets. The LLC's members
claimed that Tax Court proceed-
ings to determine whether the LLC
had an employment tax deficiency
would violate 11 USC §362(a)(8)
(2000). That provision temporar-
ily barred Tax Court proceedings
"concerning the debtor"
The Tax Court interpreted the
phrase "concerning the debtor"
narrowly to apply to tax liability
of the debtor. Here, the employ-
ment tax liability belonged to the
LLC, not its members. Accord-
ingly, 11 USC §362(a)(9) did not
apply. The Tax Court noted that
it would reach the same conclu-
sion under 11 uSC ,362(a)(8), as
recently amended..
The case is interesting because
the Tax Court suggested that the
LIC may have another venue
through which the employment
tax proceedings may be stayed.
The Bankruptcy Court may stay
proceedings against a nonbank-
rupt third party (i.e., the LLC) if
"there is such identity between
the debtor ahd the third-party
defendant that the debtor may
be said to be the real party de-
fendant and that a judgment or
finding agaMistthird-party-defen-
dant will in effect be a judgment
against debtor.'t 0 Accordingly,
the taxpayers may be able to ob-
tain relief by proceeding through
the Bankruptcy Court instead of
the Tax Court.
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